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Abstract: We calculate non-perturbative contributions to Yukawa couplings on D3-
branes at orbifold singularities due to E3 and fractional E(-1) instantons which do not
intersect the visible sector branes. While distant E3 instantons on bulk cycles typically
contribute to Yukawa couplings, we find that distant fractional E(-1) can also give rise to
new Yukawa couplings. However, fractional E(-1) instantons only induce Yukawa couplings
if they are located at a singularity which shares a collapsed homologous two-cycle with the
singularity supporting the visible sector. The non-perturbative contributions to Yukawa
couplings exhibit a different flavour structure than the tree-level Yukawa couplings and, as
a result, they can be sources of flavour violation. This is particularly relevant for schemes
of moduli stabilisation which rely on superpotential contributions from E3 instantons, such
as KKLT or the Large Volume Scenario. As a byproduct of our analysis, we shed some new
light on the properties of annulus diagrams with matter field insertions in stringy instanton
calculus.
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1 Introduction
A study of the phenomenology of compactifications of string theory is not complete with-
out addressing non-perturbative effects. In the context of type II string theory Euclidean
D-brane instantons or gaugino condensation on D-branes can induce non-perturbative con-
tributions to the superpotential [1] with important consequences for moduli stabilisation
and particle physics phenomenology. In particular, non-perturbative superpotential con-
tributions are a crucial ingredient of successful schemes of Ka¨hler moduli stabilisation in
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type IIB string theory [2, 3]. Furthermore, Euclidean D-brane instantons can give rise to
“new” visible sector couplings which are otherwise forbidden perturbatively [4–8] (see also
[9]).1
This last point is of interest to phenomenologists for various reasons. Non-perturbatively
generated couplings of visible sector fields Φi are suppressed by the instanton action
W ⊃
n∏
i=1
Φi e
−Sinst (1.1)
allowing for an implementation of hierarchical Yukawa couplings [11–15] or the seesaw
mechanism for neutrino masses [4, 5, 16, 17]. “Power-towers” of instantons [18, 19] may
be relevant for cosmology [20, 21]. Further, it was suggested that stringy instantons may
allow for de Sitter vacua in type IIB compactifications [22].
It is well known that instantons can induce perturbatively forbidden couplings if the
instanton intersects visible sector branes. However, visible sector couplings can also be
generated if the instanton and the visible sector are spatially separated. In type IIA string
theory it was shown that distant E2 instantons give rise to Yukawa couplings on D6-
branes, thus allowing for a solution to the “rank one” problem [11]. In type IIB string
theory distant E3 instantons can induce new visible sector operators on D3 and D7-branes
[23, 24]. Corrections to Yukawa couplings from E3 instantons also allow for a realistic
Yukawa hierarchy in F-theory models [25–27].
There is also a geometric understanding for the generation of visible sector operators
due to distant E3 instantons [28]. To be specific, let us consider a visible sector on the
worldvolume of a D3-brane. If the E3 instanton exhibits the correct number of fermionic
zero modes the D3 theory will exhibit a superpotential term whose size is determined by
the volume of the 4-cycle Σ wrapped by the E3:
|WnpD3| ∼ e−2piVolΣ . (1.2)
The generation of matter operators in the D3-theory can then be understood as follows. The
presence of the D3-brane backreacts on the geometry and modifies the volume of Σ. When
the D3-brane moves w.r.t. the E3 location, the strength of this backreaction changes and so
does VolΣ. As a result W
np
D3 depends on the D3-position zD3. After identifying fluctuations
in the D3-positions with D3 matter fields one concludes that distant E3 instantons can
indeed give rise to new D3 matter interactions.
While the geometric picture gives a compelling conceptual understanding for the gen-
eration of D3 interactions due to E3 instantons, explicit calculations are much harder.
Using a geometric ansatz it was shown how D3-branes modify the volume of a bulk 4-cycle
in a toroidal orbifold [28], confirming an earlier result obtained by worldsheet CFT meth-
ods [29]. Further investigations considered D3-branes at singularities or in warped throat
geometries, with E3 instantons wrapping non-compact bulk cycles [24, 28].
1Euclidean D-branes also give rise to a string theory realisation of gauge instantons and there is an
extensive literature on this subject. We refer readers to the review [10] and references therein.
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However, physically interesting situations also involve E3 instantons wrapped on blow-
up cycles, which are a crucial ingredient for moduli stabilisation along the lines of the Large
Volume Scenario [3]. The question whether such E3 configurations give rise to visible sector
operators on distant D3-branes is not clear. Answering this question using the geometric
ansatz mentioned above is difficult due to the poor understanding of metrics on Calabi-Yau
spaces.
Worldsheet CFT techniques offer an alternative way of studying these effects. In [30]
worldsheet CFT methods were used to study non-perturbative contributions to Yukawa
couplings from gaugino-condensation on D7-branes in a toroidal orbifold setup. In this
paper we will perform a similar analysis for distant instantons. While our analysis will be
limited to toroidal orbifold backgrounds, we can go beyond non-perturbative effects from
E3-branes on bulk cycles. In particular, we will also study new Yukawa couplings induced
by distant fractional E(-1) instantons. While fractional E(-1) instantons are interesting
in themselves, they can also help shed light on E3 instantons on blow-up cycles. In the
geometric regime fractional E(-1) instantons can be understood as E3/E1/E(-1) bound
states. In turn, E(-1) instantons can also be seen as a toy model of E3 instantons on a
blow-up cycle (in the limit where the cycle collapses to zero size).
In this paper we will hence calculate non-perturbative contributions to Yukawa cou-
plings from E3-branes on bulk cycles as well as from fractional E(-1) instantons. The first
calculation will reproduce known results [23, 24] and will serve as a check of our methods.
The calculation for distant fractional E(-1) instantons has not been performed so far. We
will also comment on how we expect our results for fractional E(-1) instantons to generalise
to E3 instantons in smooth geometries.
Superpotential desequestering
The existence of non-perturbative contributions to Yukawa couplings will have important
implications for the phenomenology of supersymmetry breaking. If present, such new
Yukawa couplings take the form
W ⊃ Y npαβγCαCβCγ = ynpαβγCαCβCγe−aT , (1.3)
and lead to direct cross couplings between visible sector fields Cα and the sector of Ka¨hler
moduli T . In the most popular schemes of moduli stabilisation in type IIB supersymmetry
is broken dominantly by the Ka¨hler moduli which acquire the largest F-terms. Using
the standard supergravity formulae [31] it follows that the above Yukawa couplings (1.3)
contribute to soft A-terms (before canonical normalisation) as
δA′αβγ ∼ eK/2F T∂TY npαβγ ∼ −eK/2F T ynpαβγae−aT . (1.4)
While non-perturbative contributions to A-terms would typically give rise to subleading
effects, they can become important in setups with sequestered supersymmetry breaking.
Sequestering refers to the suppression of soft supersymmetry breaking terms below the
gravitino mass, and it is an attractive property for semi-realistic models in type IIB (see
e.g. [32, 33] for discussions of sequestering in string theory). For example, sequestering
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admits a hierarchy between moduli masses and masses of superpartners, thus allowing for
TeV scale SUSY while keeping moduli heavy enough to avoid the Cosmological Moduli
Problem.2 The relevance of new contributions to Yukawa couplings (1.3) becomes evident
if one of the fields Cα is a Higgs field. In this case the A-terms (1.4) generate new con-
tributions to soft masses for scalars after electroweak symmetry breaking. For the case
of sequestered supersymmetry breaking, where all other contributions to soft masses are
suppressed, any new contributions due to non-perturbative effects are potentially impor-
tant and cannot be ignored. In this sense the existence of non-perturbative contributions
to Yukawa couplings is an obstacle to sequestering and has been termed “superpotential
desequestering” in [33].
In addition, non-perturbative contributions to A-terms are a potential source of flavour
violation and their presence can lead to strong constraints on the string model. It is well
known that soft A-terms can lead to flavour violating interactions if these terms are not
proportional to the Yukawa couplings. The important observation now is, that there is no
reason a priori why ynpαβγ (and hence δA
′
αβγ) should exhibit the same flavour structure as
the tree-level Yukawa couplings, making (1.4) a possible source of flavour violation. The
resulting constraints are particularly stringent for models with sequestered supersymmetry
breaking. For models based on the Large Volume Scenario (LVS) the absence of exces-
sive flavour violation leads to an upper bound for the compactification volume, which for
sequestered realisations of the LVS (e.g. [37, 38]) excludes phenomenologically interesting
parameter space [33].
Reading guide
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we set up the calculation by reviewing the
instanton calculus and outline our expectations based on supersymmetry. The calculation
is performed in section 3 in the context of IIB theories with branes at singularities. The
result is discussed in section 4, where we show how the properties due to supersymmetry
generalise to generic backgrounds. We also comment on the flavour structure (sec. 4.4). In
sec. 5 we summarise our results.
2 Non-perturbative superpotential contributions in type II string theory
2.1 Effective supergravity theory
We are interested in extracting holomorphic couplings in the effective supergravity theory;
these therefore benefit from the powerful supersymmetric non-renormalisation theorems.
These state that the Wilsonian superpotential receives no perturbative corrections, and
that the gauge kinetic function receives perturbative corrections only at one loop. However,
the symmetries of the theory can also be used to strongly constrain the form of the non-
perturbative corrections; this was stated succinctly in the IIA context in [39], which we
shall now recall.
2See [34] for the pioneering work on the Cosmological Moduli Problem in supergravity and [35, 36] for
early work on this topic in string theory.
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IIA
In type IIA orientifolds with D6 branes, there are h2,1 + 1 chiral superfields which define
the complex structure moduli and the dilaton, together written as
UI ≡ 1
`3s
[ ∫
AI
Re(SΩˆ3)− i
∫
AI
C3
]
(2.1)
where AI is a basis of three-cycles, I = 0, 1, ..., h
2,1, Ωˆ3 is the normalised holomorphic three-
form and C3 is the R-R three-form. S is the four-dimensional dilaton, rescaled from its ten-
dimensional version by the square root of the volume of the Calabi-Yau compactification
manifold (note that the definition for I = 0 is essentially tautological, so the dilaton
is included among the complex-structure moduli). Hence the real parts of the UI are
proportional to the string coupling. Next there are the Ka¨hler moduli:
Ti ≡ 1
`2s
∫
Ci
J2 − iB2 (2.2)
where the Ci are a basis of h
1,1
− two-cycles. These do not depend on the string coupling.
The above string coupling dependence tells us that, at tree-level (and since there are no
loop corrections to the perturbative superpotential), the UI cannot enter the holomorphic
Yukawa couplings except through a possible linear term. However, we see that both sets
of moduli fields contain axions, and the theory must be invariant under (at least discrete)
shifts of
∫
AI
C3 and
∫
Ci
B2. Hence the perturbative contribution to the superpotential
must be independent of UI .
3 Beyond tree-level, the superpotential can only receive non-
perturbative corrections depending on e−2piUI , e−2piTi :
W = W tree(e−2piTi) +W np(e−2piUI , e−2piTi). (2.3)
The form for the tree-level superpotential is of course recognised as arising from worldsheet
instantons. It can be further restricted when we consider the exact gauging of the axionic
symmetries, and how the matter fields transform under them.
For the gauge kinetic function fa (of a given D6 brane) we know that the tree-level
piece, being proportional to the string coupling, must be a linear combination of the com-
plex structure moduli (a linear shift in the gauge kinetic function being permitted as a shift
in the theta angle); while the one-loop correction must be independent of the UI since it
must be independent of the string coupling. Hence we can write
fa =
h2,1∑
I=0
M Ia
4pi
UI + f
1−loop
a (e
−2piTi) + fnpa (e
−2piUI , e−2piTi). (2.4)
IIB
In type IIB orientifolds with O3/O7 planes, the roles of the complex structure and Ka¨hler
moduli are reversed regarding the string coupling: we have h1,1 Ka¨hler moduli Tα with
Tα ≡ 1
`6s
∫
ωα ∧
(
1
2gs
J2 ∧ J2 − iC4
)
(2.5)
3This is only valid as long as there are no background fluxes. In the presence of flux the tree-level
superpotential is linear in UI and up to cubic in Ti.
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where ωα is a (1, 1)-form even under the orientifold projection. Complex structure moduli
in type IIB do not have axionic shifts; instead the H2,1− and H
1,2
− forms make up h
2,1
−
complex scalars zI , independent of the string coupling. Finally the dilaton combines with
an R-R zero-form to form the complex scalar S = 1gs − iC0, and therefore does transform
linearly under axionic shifts. So in type IIB (for vanishing fluxes) we have
W = W tree(zI) +W
np(zI , e
−2piTi)
fa =
kaS
4pi
+
h1,1+∑
α=1
cαa
4pi
Tα + f
1−loop
a (zI) + f
np
a (zI , e
−2piS , e−2piTα). (2.6)
2.2 Instanton zero modes and the instanton calculus
To analyse how instantons contribute to the low energy effective action, knowledge of in-
stanton zero modes is absolutely essential. The relevant zero modes correspond to massless
excitations of strings with at least one end on the instanton. In path integrals we will have
to integrate over these zero modes, which will be the origin of potential new visible sector
couplings. In particular, fermionic zero modes play an important role. Unless fermionic
zero modes are saturated or projected out the integral over these Grassmann fields gives
zero.
Any study of new visible sector couplings due to instantons thus necessary has to
begin with an examination of instanton zero modes. A good summary of this topic can be
found in the review [10] and we will be very brief in the following. In particular, we will
mainly discuss which zero mode structure is necessary for the instanton to contribute to
the superpotential.
• Universal zero modes. A Euclidean D-brane is always pointlike in the external four di-
mensions and its position in the external directions gives rise to four universal bosonic
zero modes xµ. In addition there will be four universal fermionic zero modes θα and
τ α˙ corresponding to the supersymmetries broken by the instanton. For so-called O(1)
instantons, i.e. Euclidean branes wrapping a cycle invariant under orientifolding, the
two zero modes τ α˙ are projected out. Integrating over the remaining universal zero
modes then gives the measure for integrating over superspace
∫
d4x
∫
d2θ. This is the
correct measure to give rise to contributions to the superpotential W (see, however,
e.g. [40]).
• Deformation zero modes. There are further bosonic and fermionic zero modes from
deformations of the Euclidean brane in internal directions. If present, we would
also need to integrate over these, which would not give rise to contributions to the
superpotential. As we are interested in corrections to Yukawa couplings in this paper,
we only want to consider instantons, where all deformation zero modes are absent.
This is the case if the Euclidean brane wraps a rigid cycle. Alternatively, such zero
modes can be lifted by fluxes [41].
• Charged zero modes. If the instanton and visible sector brane intersect there will be
further zero modes located at the intersection, which will then be charged under the
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visible sector gauge group. Situations where instanton and visible sector intersect
have been studied in detail, as integrating over charged zero modes will typically give
rise to new visible sector couplings which are forbidden perturbatively. In contrast,
in this paper we study new visible sector couplings due to distant instantons and
hence charged zero modes are automatically absent.
It follows that superpotential contributions can only be sourced by Euclidean branes where
all zero modes except xµ and θα are absent. This is the case for O(1) instantons wrapping
a rigid cycle and we take the instantons considered here to be of this type.
Stringy instanton calculus
In string perturbation theory we can directly calculate scattering amplitudes, and extract-
ing superpotential or Ka¨hler potential contributions from these can be non-trivial. Accord-
ing to the prescription of instanton calculus in string theory (see e.g. [42]), to calculate a
scattering amplitude in the presence of instantonic branes we must sum over all possible dis-
connected worldsheets, including matter field and zero mode vertex operators such that all
fermionic zero modes are saturated. In general this could be extremely onerous. However,
if we want to just extract superpotential contributions, then there are dramatic simplifica-
tions due to holomorphy, as we shall briefly review below. Then, to extract the contribution
to the superpotential, one option is to calculate scattering amplitudes with only bosons
as in [43, 44] – probing the scalar potential, leading to effectively instanton–anti-instanton
amplitudes or single instanton amplitudes if we know the tree-level superpotential. The
(simpler) alternative, as we shall pursue here, is calculate S-matrix elements involving two
fermions and arbitrary numbers of bosons, so that to extract Yukawa couplings we calculate
(in Euclidean space):
〈0|S|φi, ψαj , ψβk 〉 = −uαj uβk
e
K
2 Wijk√
ZiZjZk
(2.7)
where W is the superpotential, K the Ka¨hler potential, Zi is the (diagonal) Ka¨hler metric
for the field i. The roman indices on the right hand side represent derivatives while the
greek ones are spinor indices; uαj are spinors. Since the tree-level expressions for the
Ka¨hler potential and metrics are known, it is therefore straightforward to extract the
superpotential term. To evaluate the instanton contribution to the left hand side of (2.7)
we require the prescription described in [4]:
• Note that each disk diagram is accompanied by a factor of 1/gs, open string loop-
diagrams have no factors of gs, and higher-loop amplitudes have positive powers of
gs. Since the string coupling gs corresponds to the dilaton, it appears in the complex
combination S = 1gs − iC0 in the tree-level action where C0 is the axionic zero-form.
In addition, in Einstein frame, the string coupling also appears in the expressions for
the moduli, in that case linearly accompanied by different axions. In other words,
disk diagrams transform by a shift under the axionic symmetries, one-loop diagrams
are invariant, but higher-loop diagrams do not have a linear behaviour, and therefore
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cannot contribute to the general form of (2.6). Hence only disk and one-loop open-
string diagrams contribute.
• We must sum over all (disconnected) worldsheets having at least one boundary on the
instantonic brane, dividing by symmetry factors for identical worldsheets. Therefore,
summing the worldsheets with no vertex operators gives[ ∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(
〈1〉diskE
)n]
×
[ ∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(
〈1〉cylinderE,a + 〈1〉cylinderE,a′ + 〈1〉mo¨biusE
)n]
= exp
[− SE]× Pfaff ′(Df )√
det′(DB)
, (2.8)
where the pfaffian and determinant factors represent the integration over all of the
heavy non-zero modes of the fluctuations of the instanton background. The tree-level
action is just 〈1〉Ep = −µpgs Vp+1 = −2pigs Vp+1/`
p+1
s , where Vp+1/`
p+1
s is the size of the
instantonic brane in the internal space in units of the string length, `s.
• We must integrate over all zero modes, both fermionic and bosonic, charged and un-
charged. The universal uncharged bosonic zero modes consist of the four-dimensional
position of the instanton – giving the integration measure
∫
d4x. For fermionic zero
modes, in order to have a non-zero amplitude we must have an insertion of each
mode. For the universal fermionic zero modes the vertex operators are
V
−1/2
θα = θ
αe−
ϕ
2 SαΣ
E,E
3/8 (2.9)
where ϕ is the superconformal ghost, Sα is a left-chiral spin field, which can be
bosonised as e±
i
2
(H4+H5) and ΣE,E3/8 is the spin field on the internal dimensions cor-
responding to the instanton-instanton open strings. On toroidal orientifolds we have
ΣE,E3/8 =
∏3
j=1 e
i
2
Hj . Note that we require the instanton to be invariant under the
orientifold projection, in order to project out additional zero modes with poten-
tially different chirality; since the orientifold action is Ω(−1)FLσ where FL counts
left-handed spinors in Minkowski space, the θ-modes are invariant only for O(1) in-
stantons (where θα picks up a minus sign from the Chan Paton transformation, rather
than plus as for the U(1) case).
• The charged zero modes each carry a factor of √gs, and therefore may only appear
– in pairs – on disk amplitudes (since no other fields carry a factor of
√
gs). Their
vertex operators are given by
V
−1/2
λa,E
=
√
gsλa,Ee
−ϕ
2 σ41/2σ
5
1/2Σ
a,E
3/8
V
−1/2
λE,a
=
√
gsλE,ae
−ϕ
2 σ41/2σ
5
1/2Σ
E,a
3/8 , (2.10)
where the σi1/2 are complex boundary-changing fields with weight 1/8 for complexified
non-compact dimension i (we label Minkowski spacetime as complex dimensions 4
and 5). Note that although the λ, λ are fermions, due to the twist in the spacetime
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dimensions they carry no four-dimensional spinor indices. Furthermore, while for
normal matter fermions the GSO projection relates the orientation of the string with
the chirality (distinguishing particle and antiparticle), here only one of λ or λ is kept,
depending on how the GSO projection acts on the internal space; we have therefore
defined the internal spin fields Σa,E3/8 ,Σ
E,a
3/8 correspondingly. In type IIA, which field we
retain depends on whether the intersection number between the brane and instanton
is positive or negative. However, we shall not require these fields here, since we are
only interested in the effect of distant instantons that do not intersect the visible
sector branes.
• Distributing the matter field and zero mode operators across disks and annuli leads
to a potentially large number of diagrams to sum and requires some notation to keep
track of them. For the matter fields we introduce a superfield-like notation Φa,b which
represents either a boson or the combination of a fermion and fermionic zero-mode
θ. The indices a, b etc. indicate the branes that the string ends attach to. We then
can construct chains of fields which connect brane ak to brane bk via
Φˆak,bk [xk] ≡ Φak,xk,1Φxk,1,xk,2 · · ·Φxk,nk ,bk (2.11)
and therefore if we have L pairs of λa,E , λE,b we can denote the collection of disk
diagrams as
∏L
k=1〈Φˆak,bk [xk]〉diskλa1,E ,λE,b1 . To these we should add annulus diagrams∏
k〈Φˆck,ck [xk]〉annulusck,E .
Putting the above together and including the integration over the zero modes gives
〈0|S|φi, ψαj , ψβk 〉
=− uαj uβkN
∫
d4x d2θ
 ∏
uncharged
dµ
 ∑
configurations
∏
a
(∏
I
dλIa,E
)(∏
J
dλ
J
E,a
)
×
∏
k
〈Φˆck,ck [xk]〉annulusck,E ×
L∏
k=1
〈Φˆak,bk [xk]〉diskλa1,E ,λE,b1
× exp [− SE]× Pfaff ′(Df )√
det′(DB)
. (2.12)
Here N is a normalisation, which we shall give below. Note that in general we can have
additional uncharged bosonic or fermionic zero-modes – where these are present they should
be included.
It was shown in [11, 45] that the Pfaffian/determinant factors are given by the same
expressions as gauge threshold corrections. Recall that gauge threshold corrections can be
understood in terms of the Kaplunovsky-Louis formula:
1
g2a(µ)
=
1
g2a tree
+
b0
16pi2
log
M2s
µ2
+ ∆
=Re(fa) +
b0
16pi2
log
M2P
µ2
+
Ta(G)
8pi2
log g−2a +
ca
16pi2
K −
∑
R
Ta(R)
8pi2
log detKRR(µ).
(2.13)
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Here Ta(R) = Tr(T
2(R)) for generators T of representation R, the sum runs over all fields
charged under gauge group a,
b0 =
∑
R
nRTa(R)− 3Ta(G), ca =
∑
R
nRTa(R)− Ta(G) (2.14)
for nR fields in representation R, and KRR is the Ka¨hler metric for matter fields, but we
have written the index R to denote summing over representations of the gauge group. In
general, showing the equivalence between the first and second line of equation (2.13) is non-
trivial; once the Ka¨hler metrics have been inserted and the conversion from the (moduli
dependent) Ms to MP (treated as a constant number) is performed, there is typically still
a discrepancy which is explained by field redefinitions of the moduli [39, 46]. Indeed, the
calculations in [11, 45] established the equation on the first line for the instanton case,
where we should replace ga with the gauge coupling that we would have if we replaced the
instanton by a brane (or branes) wrapping the same cycle. It was pointed out in [39] that
the equivalence with the second line allows us to determine the holomorphic couplings in
the superpotential, as follows. Let us take a general stack of instantons, allow 2Lb charged
zero modes for each brane b, and nB, nF uncharged bosonic and fermionic zero modes in
total. Then we have
cE =
∑
b
2LbTE(Rb)− TE(G) (2.15)
where we use the subscript E to denote the euclidean brane with its fictional gauge group.
If we consider the disk diagrams, which all have fermionic zero modes inserted, then their
supergravity result is
〈Φˆak,bk [xk]〉diskλa1,E ,λE,b1 ≡
e
K
2 Yak,xk,1,...,xk,nk ,bk√
Zλak,EZak,xk,1Zxk,1,xk,2 · · ·Zxk,nk ,bkZλE,bk
(2.16)
where Yak,x1,...,xk,bk is a holomorphic function with the same moduli dependence as pertur-
bative superpotential terms. Then putting the above together we find
〈0|S|φi, ψαj , ψβk 〉 = (−uαj uβk)N
∫
d4x d2θ
 ∏
uncharged
dµ
 ∑
configurations
×
∏
k
〈Φˆck,ck [xk]〉annulusck,E ×
L∏
k=1
Yak,x1,...,xk,bk√
Zak,xk,1Zxk,1,xk,2 · · ·Zxk,nk ,bk
× exp [− 8pi2fE − TE(G) log Re(fE)]eTE(G)K2
× exp [− TE(G) ∑
uncharged
(K
2
− logZµ
)]
(2.17)
By direct computation [39] established that we should assign T (G) = 1 for O(1) instantons,
with this contribution arising from Mo¨bius strip diagrams. In addition, [16, 39] gave
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N = Re(fE) arising from the measure, so that, for O(1) instantons with no additional
uncharged zero modes we have
〈0|S|φi, ψαj , ψβk 〉 =(−uαj uβk)
∫
d4xd2θ
∑
configurations
∏
k
〈Φˆck,ck [xk]〉annulusck,E
× Yak,x1,...,xk,bk√
Zak,xk,1Zxk,1,xk,2 · · ·Zxk,nk ,bk
× exp [− 8pi2fE]eTE(G)K2 , (2.18)
→Wijk =
∫
d4xd2θ e−8pi
2fE
∑
configurations
∏
k
〈Φˆck,ck [
√
Zxk]〉annulusck,E ×
L∏
k=1
Yak,x1,...,xk,bk .
(2.19)
Here we have collected the Ka¨hler metric factors and so normalised the annulus amplitudes
by multiplying by the Ka¨hler metric factors
Φˆck,ck [
√
Zxk] ≡
√
Zak,x1Φak,xk,1
√
Zxk,1,xk,2Φxk,1,xk,2 · · ·
√
Zxk,nk ,ckΦxk,nk ,ck . (2.20)
From the above, the role of disk diagrams to the instanton calculus is clear: they allow
new sorts of couplings involving matter fields which can have a very different structure
to the perturbative ones (see e.g. [7] as an example in the context of branes at orbifold
singularities). However, they require the instanton to intersect the brane. In this work
we are interested in the contributions of annulus diagrams. These can contribute whether
or not the brane and instanton intersect. In particular, we shall revisit the generation
of Yukawa couplings of [11] and elucidate some general features of the calculation, but
here in the context of type IIB theories with branes at singularities. This will allow us to
investigate generation of couplings from instantons distant from the singularity, as in the
scenario of [24, 30].
2.3 Role of supersymmetry
Before beginning explicit calculations, we shall first recall the role of supersymmetry in
simplifying the task. Consider that the superpotential contains a term of the form W ⊃
e−8pi2fE
∏n
i=1 Φi where the Φi are matter fields and fE depends on both moduli and matter
fields. Following the discussion above, we could compute an amplitude involving two
fermions and n− 2 bosons to probe it, saturating the charged and uncharged zero modes.
However, firstly such a term in the superpotential will generate several couplings where we
permute the particular fermions and bosons; each of them must have the same coefficient by
supersymmetry, and so the result should not depend upon which amplitude we calculate.
This justifies the notation Φ as a superfield representing either a boson or fermion; it
implies that the amplitudes involving bosons or fermions plus uncharged zero modes must
be proportional to each other. Furthermore, in principle we could consider the moduli
dependence of the action of the instanton: suppose fE depends on some modulus M =
M +
√
2θm˜+ (θθ)FM + ..., then the effective Lagrangian should also contain couplings
L ⊃ −8pi2e−8pi2fE
n∏
i=1
φi
[
∂fE
∂M
FM + [(8pi
2)
(
∂fE
∂M
)2
− ∂
2fE
∂M2
]m˜m˜+ ...
]
. (2.21)
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If we are considering a modulus with axionic shift symmetries there cannot be a term in
the superpotential of the form e−8pi2fEMp
∏n
i=1 Φi. Furthermore, disk amplitudes involving
either two modulus fermions or the operator for the modulus F-term should give exactly
the terms in the square brackets. Hence we can compute amplitudes with only matter field
bosons (i.e. no fermions). We will not have to worry about inserting modulus vertex op-
erators onto disks or annuli with matter field operators, because the modulus contribution
will have already been taken into account. This has the advantage that the modulus disk
amplitudes are universal to all instanton calculations. The proviso is that we can correctly
normalise the modulus amplitudes.
A further implicit assumption in the superfield notation of Φi to represent a boson or
fermion is that the equivalent amplitudes involving fermions are always accompanied by
uncharged zero modes. This is intuitively correct, in that if we exchange a boson for a
fermion in a given amplitude we must also add another fermion in order to have a non-zero
result. However, at the CFT level it is somewhat surprising, since although the uncharged
zero mode vertex operators correspond to the supersymmetries broken by the instanton,
they are placed on a different boundary to the matter fields (the instanton boundary than
the visible brane boundary). So it would seem that we cannot simply apply the OPE of
the two fields. One of the main results of this paper is to show how this equivalence arises
in CFT calculations.
2.4 Role of annulus diagrams
If we calculate an annulus diagram with matter fields, all vertex operators inserted on
one boundary must be invariant under all gauge groups, whether anomalous or otherwise.
Furthermore, as we have argued above and as we shall show below, we can either calculate
the amplitude with two fermions and a number of bosons, or purely with bosons. If we
find, say, that an annulus diagram 〈∏mi=1 φi〉annulusa,E ≡ Am is non-zero, then we should also
have contributions from any number of such disjoint annulus diagrams, and thus
W np ∝ exp [− 8pi2fE] ∞∑
n=0
1
n!
(
− 1
m!
Am
m∏
i=1
Φi
)n
∝ exp [− 8pi2fE − 1
m!
Am
m∏
i=1
Φi
]
. (2.22)
Hence the role of annulus diagrams is to renormalise the “gauge kinetic function” of the
instanton, consistent with the expectations of e.g. [24]. We therefore expect that the results
for Am should be similar to the correction of gauge kinetic functions by matter fields for
genuine gauge groups as performed in e.g. [30], even if the form of the calculation is very
different. Our main result in this paper is this calculation for branes at singularities in
type IIB.
From the above, we see that if a combination of fields is gauge invariant for a given value
of m, then amplitudes for 2m, 3m, · · · fields are likely to be non-zero too. Furthermore, for
branes at singularities in type IIB, the matter field vertex operators descend from brane
position moduli, which are complex structure moduli; fE is a function of these moduli
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D3 E3 / E(-1)
φ
ψ
ψ
θ
θ
Figure 1. Cylinder worldsheet diagram with one boundary on a stack of D3-branes and the
other boundary on a E3 or E(-1) instanton. Vertex operator insertions are given by a visible
sector Yukawa operator ψψφ on the D3 boundary and two universal fermionic zero modes θθ on
the instanton boundary. The corresponding amplitude gives information about non-perturbative
contributions to Yukawa couplings due to the E3/ E(-1) instanton.
constrained by the symmetries of the compactification. Therefore we can refine equation
(2.19) to
W np = exp
[− 8pi2fE −∑
m
1
m!
Am
m∏
i=1
Φi
] ∑
configurations
L∏
k=1
Yak,x1,...,xk,bk (2.23)
In the absence of intersections between the instanton and visible sector branes, as we will
consider in the following calculation, the sum over configurations is replaced by a factor of
unity.
3 String CFT calculation of annulus instanton amplitudes
3.1 Worldsheet
To study non-perturbative contributions to Yukawa couplings using CFT techniques, we
need to identify the string worldsheets which capture the relevant interactions. Here we
are mainly interested in Yukawa couplings due to distant instantons and, correspondingly,
any interaction must be mediated by strings stretching between two separated stacks of
branes. As a result, relevant worldsheets require at least two boundaries, with one boundary
parallel to the visible sector branes and the other boundary aligned with the distant E3/
E(-1) instanton. The lowest order worldsheet with two boundaries in string perturbation
theory is the cylinder, which will thus give the leading order contribution to the effect we
are considering. In particular, to check for a visible sector Yukawa coupling ψiψjφk sourced
by an instanton, we place vertex operators corresponding to ψiψjφk on one boundary of
the cylinder. On the other boundary, we insert vertex operators for two universal instanton
zero modes θ. The resulting diagram is shown in figure 1.
Strictly speaking, our calculations should be performed in an orientifold background.
For one, a globally consistent model will typically contain orientifold planes to ensure
tadpole cancellation. Further, we invoked orientifolding to project out certain fermionic
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zero modes. Consequently, we should check how orientifolding could affect our analysis. In
particular, one could worry whether we also need to examine unoriented worldsheets. How-
ever, it is easy to see that such diagrams can only contribute at subleading orders in string
perturbation theory. As stated above, new Yukawa couplings due to distant instantons
arise from worldsheets with at least two boundaries. To be sensitive to orientifolding the
worldsheet also needs to contain at least one cross-cap. As adding a cross-cap introduces
an additional factor of gs any unoriented diagram with two boundaries will necessarily be
subleading compared to the cylinder.
In this paper we wish to examine the generation of new Yukawa couplings in a model-
independent way. Rather than performing calculations in a few explicit string theory
models, we will thus discuss simplified setups which only retain the phenomenological
features necessary for the question at hand. In particular, the constructions considered here
will typically not ensure tadpole cancellation. Hence one should check that any non-zero
results for the amplitudes evaluated in this work are not artifacts of uncancelled tadpoles.
This possibility is easily excluded for the amplitude 〈θθ φiψjψk〉: tadpoles enter calculations
through boundaries without vertex operator insertions. In the diagram considered here
(fig. 1) we have vertex operator insertions on both cylinder boundaries. Correspondingly
the correlator 〈θθ φiψjψk〉 is not affected by uncancelled tadpoles. However, 1-loop vacuum
amplitudes contribute to the Pfaffian and determinant factor in (2.12). There we carefully
remove any dependence on uncancelled tadpoles.
3.2 Brane setup
In this work we are interested in non-perturbative contributions from distant Euclidean
branes, i.e. instantons which are spatially separated from the visible sector. In this section
we describe the relevant brane setups in toroidal orbifolds. In a full model we should also
specify the orientifolding and the corresponding O-planes. However, as discussed in the
previous section, unoriented worldsheets do not contribute to the result at leading order. To
work with as minimal a setup as possible we will hence not address orientifolding explicitly.
Brane setups of interest are shown in figure 2 for the case of a T6/Z′6 orbifold. We
choose our visible sector to arise from a stack of D3-branes at an orbifold singularity. While
not fully realistic the visible sector is sufficient for our considerations, as it exhibits chiral
matter and Yukawa couplings. To be specific, we choose the D3-branes to be located at
the orbifold singularity at the origin.
There are two types of Euclidean branes which we consider in the following. For one,
we will examine E3-branes on bulk cycles. In a toroidal orbifold these correspond to E3-
branes wrapping two of the internal 2-tori. Without loss of generality, we choose these to
be the first two 2-tori. As we are only interested in setups where the visible sector and
instanton branes do not intersect, the E3-branes have to be separated from the D3 stack
on the third 2-torus. There, we locate the E3-branes at a singularity distant from that of
the D3 (see figure 2).
The second class of Euclidean branes we study is given by fractional E(-1) instantons.
These are located at orbifold singularities and there are many possibilities of arranging
them with respect to the visible sector. As we wish to study effects from distant instan-
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D3-E3:
D3-E(-1):
D3 D3 D3
D3
E(-1)
E3 E3 E3
E(-1)
E(-1)
D3D3
Figure 2. Brane setup for the T6/Z′6 orbifold with geometric orbifold action θ = 16 (1,−3, 2). Black
and grey dots denote orbifold fixed points. D3-branes are located at the orbifold singularity at
the origin and are marked by a blue circle. In the first setup E3-branes (red) fill out the first two
2-tori completely and are separated from the stack of D3-branes on the third 2-torus. The second
configuration contains E(-1)-instantons which are marked by a red square. They are located at an
orbifold singularity which is separated from the D3-brane locus along the third 2-torus.
tons, the D3-branes and the E(-1) instantons should not coincide. The E(-1) can then be
separated from the D3-branes along one, two or all three 2-tori. While we consider all
three possibilities, we will shortly see that distant E(-1) instantons can only induce visible
sector couplings if they are separated along only one of the 2-tori. To be specific, we choose
the E(-1)-instanton to be separated from the D3 stack along the third torus as depicted in
figure 2.
We conclude this section with one remark. Non-perturbative effects from E3 instantons
play an important role for moduli stabilisation along the lines of KKLT [2] or the Large
Volume Scenario (LVS) [3]. In the former case the E3-branes wrap a bulk cycle, while in the
latter scheme the E3-branes are located on a small blow-up cycle. We are also interested in
the question whether the E3 employed for moduli stabilisation can also induce new visible
sector couplings. Our brane setups in figure 2 can be seen as toy models of the situations
encountered in KKLT models or the LVS. E3-branes on bulk cycles are modelled by E3-
branes wrapping two 2-tori. A fractional E(-1) instanton corresponds to a E3/E1/E(-1)
bound state and can thus be seen as an E3 on a blow-up cycle which has collapsed to
zero size. While it is not straightforward to generalise results from orbifold calculations
to smooth geometries, we can hope to learn more about non-perturbative effects in KKLT
and LVS setups by performing a calculation in a toroidal orbifold background.
3.3 Winding modes
In this paper we calculate instanton induced visible sector couplings by evaluating a cylinder
diagram between the branes and the instanton. As we choose the stack of D3s and the
instanton to be spatially separated we necessarily require strings stretching across the
compact space to connect the two brane stacks. These strings can also wrap the compact
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space multiple times thus giving rise to a tower of winding states. In the following we will
refer to all classical solutions stretching between the visible sector and the instanton as
winding solutions.
Here, we analyse the relevant winding solutions for D3-E3 and D3-E(-1) setups. Let us
parameterise the cylinder worldsheet using the complex coordinates (z, z¯), where Re(z) ∈
[0, 1/2] and Im(z) ∈ [0, t/2] with t the cylinder modulus. Branes are located at the two
cylinder boundaries at Re(z) = 0 and Re(z) = 1/2.
Note that winding solutions only exist for directions with Dirichlet-Dirichlet (DD)
boundary conditions at both string endpoints:
∂nX|Re(z)=0 = ∂nX|Re(z)=1/2 = 0
⇒ X(z, z¯) = x0 + ∆x (z + z¯) +
∑
oscillators
. . . , (3.1)
where x0 is the location of one brane stack and ∆x the separation between the stacks. A
Neumann (N) boundary condition ∂tX = 0 on either end would be inconsistent with the
presence of the term ∆x (z + z¯). This has the following consequences for our setups of
interest.
1. D3-E3 setups:
In this case we have exactly one internal direction with DD boundary conditions,
while the other two internal complex directions exhibit DN boundary conditions.
Only one direction gives rise to winding solutions.
2. D3-E(-1):
Here all three internal complex directions have DD boundary conditions and could
in principle contribute non-trivial winding modes.
In addition, there are further boundary conditions onX coming from orbifolding, which
will prohibit winding solutions in certain situations. To perform calculations in toroidal
orbifolds T6/ZN we in practice work with a compact space T6, but insert an orbifold
projection operator P = 1N (1 + θ + . . . θ
N−1) into the amplitude. As a result, we can split
the calculation into different sectors with an orbifold twist of form θk inserted explicitly.
The geometric action of θ can be represented by a vector θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3), such that
θkXj = e2piikθjXj , (3.2)
where Xj (j = 1, 2, 3) is understood as a complex field. The orbifold sectors fall into three
categories:
• Fully twisted. The orbifold action on all subtori is non-trivial: all θkj 6= 0.
• Partially twisted. The orbifold action leaves one T2 untwisted: θkj = 0 mod 1 for
exactly one j.
• Untwisted sectors. The orbifold action leaves all tori untwisted.
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For our cylinder worldsheet the presence of an orbifold twist θk in the amplitude
requires that
Xj(z +
it
2
, z¯ − it
2
) = e2piikθjXj(z, z¯) . (3.3)
For θkj 6= 0 mod 1 the above requires that strings must start and end on the same orbifold
fixed point. As a result, for θkj 6= 0 mod 1 we cannot have winding solutions (3.1) with
non-zero ∆x. This has the following consequences for setups of interest to us:
1. D3-E3 setups:
Here the amplitude will receive a contribution from winding modes along the single
DD direction in the untwisted sector. In addition, partially twisted sectors are also
relevant as long as the untwisted torus coincides with the DD-direction. Fully twisted
sectors do not contribute. As every orbifold contains an untwisted sector, winding
solutions always exist for E3 instantons on bulk cycles.
2. D3-E(-1) setups:
Here the situation is more complicated and we analyse the possibility of winding
solutions sector by sector.
• Fully twisted sectors. The orbifold action on all subtori is non-trivial and hence
winding solutions are not allowed. As a result fully twisted sectors do not
contribute to the amplitude at all.
• Untwisted sectors. Here we would expect winding solutions for all internal di-
rections. However, while the classical correlator is non-zero, we will find that
the quantum amplitude vanishes in the untwisted sector for the D3-E(-1) setup.
In consequence, untwisted sectors do not contribute.
• Partially twisted sectors. In this case we can have winding solutions in the one
direction which is left untwisted. For the amplitude to be non-vanishing, the D3
and E(-1) branes must then be only be separated along that untwisted direction.
This the the only configuration leading to a non-zero amplitude for the D3-E(-1)
setup and is shown in figure 2.
3.4 Pfaffian and determinant factor
Following [4] the Pfaffian and determinant factor in (2.12) for an O(1) instanton is given
by
Pfaff′(DF )√
det′(DB)
= exp
(
Z ′(D3, E3) + Z ′(D3′, E3) + Z ′(E3, O3)
)
. (3.4)
with a similar expression for the E(-1) case. Here Z ′ corresponds to 1-loop vacuum ampli-
tudes with open string zero modes removed from the trace and D3′ denotes the orientifold
image of the visible sector stack of D3-branes. Since D3-branes and E3 instantons are sepa-
rated in our case, there are no massless open strings in the D3-E3 sector. Correspondingly
we can identify Z ′(D3, E3) with the complete partition function Z(D3, E3).
In the following, we will not evaluate the full Pfaffian and determinant factor. We
will only be interested in the part depending on the D3 position, which will arise from
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the cylinder partition function Z(D3, E3). We begin by evaluating the cylinder partition
function for both D3-E3 and D3-E(-1) setups. As mentioned before, only partially twisted
sectors contribute in the D3-E(-1) case while both untwisted and partially twisted sectors
need to be included for D3-E3 setups. It will be sufficient to only consider expressions in
partially twisted sectors. The untwisted case can then be obtained by setting the twist
angle θ to zero.
Thus we need to evaluate the two following amplitudes
Z(D3, E3) =
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
∑
α,β=0,1
δαβ
ϑ(α±1)β(0)ϑ(α±1)β(0)ϑ(α±1)β(θ)ϑ(α±1)β(−θ)
ϑ4(0)ϑ4(0)ϑ4(θ)ϑ4(−θ) Zcl(rc, t) ,
(3.5)
Z(D3, E(−1)) =
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
∑
α,β=0,1
δαβ
ϑ(α±1)β(0)ϑ(α±1)β(0)ϑαβ(θ)ϑαβ(−θ)
ϑ4(0)ϑ4(0)ϑ1(θ)ϑ1(−θ) Zcl(rc, t) , (3.6)
where Zcl(rc, t) is defined in (B.4) and δαβ = (−1)α.4 Performing the sum over spin
structures using (A.4) and (A.5), the partition function over string oscillators collapses to
a constant in both cases and we are left with
Z(D3, E3) = Z(D3, E(−1)) =
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
Zcl(rc, t) . (3.7)
The above amplitude is sensitive to uncancelled tadpoles, which we need to exclude explic-
itly. The evaluation is performed in appendix D and gives
Z(D3, E3) = Z(D3, E(−1)) = G(rc, r¯c; 0, 0) , (3.8)
with the Greens function on the torus G(w1, w¯1;w2, w¯2) defined as
G(w1, w¯1;w2, w¯2) = − ln
∣∣∣∣ϑ1 (w1 − w2, U)η(U)
∣∣∣∣2 + 2pi [Im(w1 − w2)]2U2 . (3.9)
3.5 CFT correlator
In this section we will evaluate the cylinder correlation function 〈θθ φiψjψk〉. We begin by
collecting the relevant vertex operators with their canonical ghost charges.
V −1φ3 (z1) = e
−ϕ eiH3 eik1·X(z1)
V
− 1
2
ψ3
(z2) = u
α e−
ϕ
2 Sα e
− i
2
H1e−
i
2
H2e+
i
2
H3 eik2·X(z2)
V
− 1
2
ψ3
(z3) = u
β e−
ϕ
2 Sβ e
− i
2
H1e−
i
2
H2e+
i
2
H3 eik3·X(z3) (3.10)
V
− 1
2
θ (z4) = θ
γ e−
ϕ
2 Sγ
3∏
j=1
e
i
2
Hj (z4)
V
− 1
2
θ (z5) = θ
δ e−
ϕ
2 Sδ
3∏
j=1
e
i
2
Hj (z5)
4For a detailed discussion of the phases δαβ in the context of cylinder amplitudes involving Euclidean
branes see the next section and appendix C.
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where the left-handed spin fields Sα can be bosonised as e
± i
2
(H4+H5). Here we chose vertex
operators corresponding to a Yukawa coupling φ3ψ3ψ3. The reason for this choice will
become apparent shortly. The ghost charges sum to (-3) while we require a vanishing
ghost charge for a cylinder amplitude. Consequently, we need to picture-change three
vertex operators, which we choose to be the three D3-matter field operators. After picture-
changing we then have
V 0φ3(z1) = ∂Z
3 eik1·X(z1)
V
+ 1
2
ψ3
(z2) = u
α e+
ϕ
2 Sα ∂Z
3 eik2·X
3∏
j=1
e−
i
2
Hj (z2)
V
+ 1
2
ψ3
(z3) = u
β e+
ϕ
2 Sβ ∂Z
3 eik3·X
3∏
j=1
e−
i
2
Hj (z3) (3.11)
V
− 1
2
θ (z4) = θ
γ e−
ϕ
2 Sγ
3∏
j=1
e
i
2
Hj (z4)
V
− 1
2
θ (z5) = θ
δ e−
ϕ
2 Sδ
3∏
j=1
e
i
2
Hj (z5)
where Zi denote the complexified target space fields defined in (B.1).
The amplitude then factorises into various correlation functions:
A =
∑
cl. sol.
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
∫ 5∏
i=1
dzi 〈e
ϕ
2
(z2)e
ϕ
2
(z3)e−
ϕ
2
(z4)e−
ϕ
2
(z5)〉 〈Sα(z2)Sβ(z3)Sγ(z4)Sδ(z5)〉
〈
3∏
j=1
e−
i
2
Hj(z2)
3∏
k=1
e−
i
2
Hk(z3)
3∏
l=1
e
i
2
Hl(z4)
3∏
m=1
e
i
2
Hm(z5)〉 〈eik1·X(z1)eik2·X(z2)eik3·X(z3)〉
〈 ∂nZ3(z1) ∂nZ3(z2) ∂nZ3(z3) 〉 . (3.12)
The above amplitude can be evaluated using the standard expressions for correlation func-
tions on the cylinder. Instead of collecting these results in this work, we refer readers to
[47, 48]. Our conventions closely follow [30, 49].
Bosonic correlation function over ∂nZ
One important ingredient is the correlator 〈∂nZ3 ∂nZ3 ∂nZ3〉. The fact that ∂nZ3 appears
can be easily understood. We inserted vertex operators for a Yukawa coupling φ3ψ3ψ3,
where the subscript indicates that the matter fields arise from fluctuations of the D3-brane
in the complex 3-direction. One can easily check that if we inserted vertex operators for a
Yukawa coupling φiψjψk, we would find
〈 ∂nZi ∂nZj ∂nZk 〉 ⊂ A . (3.13)
Interestingly, only the classical part can contribute to correlators of type (3.13), as the
quantum contribution vanishes due to
∂Zi(z1)∂Z¯
j(z2) = − δij
(z1 − z2)2 , ∂Z
i(z1)∂Z
j(z2) = 0 . (3.14)
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Thus, the bosonic correlation function over ∂nZ will contribute to the overall amplitude as
〈 ∂nZi ∂nZj ∂nZk 〉 =
∑
cl. sol.
∂nZ
i
cl ∂nZ
j
cl ∂nZ
k
cl e
−Scl . (3.15)
Non-trivial classical solutions for Zi are given by winding modes. We discussed the con-
ditions for the existence of such solutions in section 3.3, while explicit expressions can be
found in appendix B. For both D3-E3 and D3-E(-1) setups we found that the result can
only depend on winding modes along exactly one internal direction. WLOG we then choose
this direction to be i = j = k = 3 which corresponds to the choice of vertex operator in
(3.10). To perform the computation we will reexpress (3.15) as in (B.5).
Intriguingly, already at this stage we find that distant instantons can only induce
Yukawa couplings with structure φiψiψi, in accordance with the expectation of (2.23).
Fermionic and βγ-ghost correlators
To evaluate the fermionic correlators, we find that the non-compact directions yield two
amplitudes in each case corresponding to different spinor structures; we can write
〈SαSβSγSδ〉 =A1αβγδ +A2αγβδ. (3.16)
These correspond however to (ψψ)(θθ) and (ψθ)(ψθ). Of course, once we integrate over
the fermionic zero modes these will yield (ψψ) and −12(ψψ) respectively. To determine the
coefficients A1,2 we compute two amplitudes with judicious choices of the external spinors;
using +− = +1
A1 = 〈S+S−S+S−〉, A2 = 〈S+S+S−S−〉. (3.17)
We find that one of the two contributions vanishes after integration over vertex positions,
and so we give only the non-zero contribution in the following.
The correlation functions over spinorial fields will differ according to which boundary
conditions (Dirichlet vs. Neumann) are enforced at the cylinder boundaries. Hence we will
distinguish between D3-E3 and D3-E(-1) amplitudes in the following. Here and in the
following we define zij ≡ zi − zj . Our conventions for Jacobi ϑ-functions can be found in
appendix A.
D3-E3 setup:∑
α,β=0,1
(−1)α
(
ϑ1(z25)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1(ϑ1(z34)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1
ϑ(α±1)β
(z25
2
− z34
2
)
ϑ(α±1)β
(z25
2
− z34
2
)
,
(3.18)
× ϑ(α±1)β
(
−z25
2
− z34
2
+ θ
)
ϑ(α±1)β
(
−z25
2
− z34
2
− θ
)
.
D3-E(-1) setup:∑
α,β=0,1
(−1)α
(
ϑ1(z25)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1(ϑ1(z34)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1
ϑ(α±1)β
(z25
2
− z34
2
)
ϑ(α±1)β
(z25
2
− z34
2
)
(3.19)
× ϑαβ
(
−z25
2
− z34
2
+ θ
)
ϑαβ
(
−z25
2
− z34
2
− θ
)
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An important ingredient is the phase (−1)α which ensures the correct summation over
spin structures. This phase can be determined by requiring that the amplitude exhibits
the correct transformation properties under zi → zi + 1 and zi → zi + τ , which we show
explicitly in appendix C. The expression δαβ = (−1)α can also be understood as follows.
If we replaced the instanton on one boundary of the cylinder by a D-brane wrapping the
same internal cycle, the sum over spin structures would need to be performed with the
phases δαβ = (−1)α+β (see e.g. [30]). Recall that the spin structures account for the fact
that we need to sum over R and NS sectors while also implementing the GSO projection.
However, when deriving the spectrum of Dp-Eq strings, the required GSO projection is
exactly opposite to the one for Dp-D(q+4) strings (see e.g. [4, 16]). As the GSO projection
is implemented by the sum over β, changing the sign of this projection is equivalent to
introducing a phase (−1)β. It is exactly this factor which accounts for the difference
between Dp-Eq and Dp-D(q+4) amplitudes, leading to δαβ = (−1)α for Dp-Eq setups.
The sum over spin structures can now be performed using the identity (A.4) for the
D3-E3 case and identity (A.5) for D3-E(-1) models.5
D3-E3 setup: − 2 ϑ
′
1
2(0) ϑ4(−z34) ϑ4(z25) ϑ4(θ) ϑ4(−θ)
ϑ1(z25) ϑ1(z34)
, (3.20)
D3-E(-1) setup: 2
ϑ′1
2(0) ϑ4(−z34) ϑ4(z25) ϑ1(θ) ϑ1(−θ)
ϑ1(z25) ϑ1(z34)
. (3.21)
Partition functions and correlator over momentum exponentials
The above correlation functions have to be combined with the partition function over
bosonic fields and bc-ghosts to arrive at the full quantum amplitude. The partition func-
tions are also sensitive to ND vs. DD/NN boundary conditions leading to different expres-
sions for the D3-E3 and D3-E(-1) setups:
D3-E3 setup:
1
ϑ4(0)
1
ϑ4(0)
1
ϑ4(θ)
1
ϑ4(−θ)
1
η2
× η2 , (3.22)
D3-E(-1) setup:
1
ϑ4(0)
1
ϑ4(0)
(−2 sinpiθ)
ϑ1(θ)
(2 sinpiθ)
ϑ1(−θ)
1
η2
× η2 , (3.23)
where η = η(τ) is the Dedekind eta function. The factor η2 is the contribution from
bc-ghosts. For completeness, we also include the correlator over momentum exponentials
〈eik1·X(z1) eik2·X(z2) eik3·X(z3)〉 =
3∏
i,j=1
i<j
e−ki·kjG(zij) , (3.24)
where G(zij) is the bosonic propagator for NN boundary conditions. Combining all partial
results we arrive at the complete amplitudes.
5At this stage we can confirm explicitly that untwisted sectors cannot contribute to the D3-E(-1) ampli-
tude as asserted in section 3.3: one can check that (3.21) and hence the whole D3-E(-1) amplitude vanishes
for θ = 0. On the other hand, the D3-E3 amplitude remains finite for θ = 0 as expected.
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D3-E3 setup:
AD3−E3 =
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
∫ 5∏
i=1
dzi (−2) ϑ
′
1
2(0) ϑ4(−z34) ϑ4(z25)
ϑ4(0) ϑ4(0) ϑ1(z25) ϑ1(z34)
3∏
i,j=1
i<j
e−ki·kjG(zi−zj)〈(∂Z3)3〉
(3.25)
D3-E(-1) setup:
AD3−E(−1) =
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
∫ 5∏
i=1
dzi (−2) (2 sinpiθ)2 ϑ
′
1
2(0) ϑ4(−z34) ϑ4(z25)
ϑ4(0) ϑ4(0) ϑ1(z25) ϑ1(z34)
×
3∏
i,j=1
i<j
e−ki·kjG(zi−zj)〈(∂Z3)3〉
= (2 sinpiθ)2 AD3−E3 (3.26)
To extract the contribution of the contact interaction (φψψ)(θθ), we only need the momentum-
independent part of the amplitude. We thus let ki → 0, which does not introduce any
subtleties such as momentum poles.6 As a result, all contributions of the form e−ki·kjG(zij)
simply disappear from the amplitude. In addition, as the amplitudes for both setups are
related by a numerical factor, we continue our analysis for AD3−E3 only. The result for
AD3−E(−1) follows immediately from (3.26).
Integration over worldsheet positions
Next, we will perform the integration over vertex operator positions. For the setups at
hand all vertex operators correspond to open string excitations and have to be integrated
over the cylinder boundaries. Furthermore, the vertex operators for the matter fields φψψ
are located on one boundary, while the universal zero modes θθ are inserted on the opposite
boundary. Thus we have:
z2 =
it
2
y2 , z3 =
it
2
y3 , z4 =
1
2
+
it
2
y4 , z5 =
1
2
+
it
2
y5 , where yi ∈ [0, 1] . (3.27)
For what follows it will be convenient to reexpress the integrand in (3.25) entirely in terms
of the theta function ϑ1. Using the transformation property (A.10) we rewrite the integrand
in (3.25) as:
ϑ′1
2(0) ϑ4(−z34) ϑ4(z25)
ϑ4(0) ϑ4(0) ϑ1(z25) ϑ1(z34)
= epii(z25−z34)
ϑ′1
2(0) ϑ1(
it
4 − z34) ϑ1( it4 + z25)
ϑ1(
it
4 ) ϑ1(
it
4 ) ϑ1(z25) ϑ1(z34)
(3.28)
In addition it will be helpful to transform the amplitude from the “open string channel” to
the “closed string channel”, i.e. write the integrand using theta functions with argument − 1τ
6Momentum poles in the amplitude arise when vertex operators collide (zi → zj) while integrating
ϑ1(zij)
−1+ki·kj over worldsheet positions. This does not occur for the amplitudes considered here. De-
spite the integrand containing factors of the form ϑ1(z25)
−1+k2·k5 and ϑ1(z34)
−1+k3·k4 the vertex operator
positions can never coincide as z2, z3 are located on one cylinder boundary and z4, z5 on the other.
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rather than τ . For clarity we reinstate the second argument τ = it2 of the theta functions
ϑi(z, τ). Applying the transformations (A.11) and (A.12) to (3.28) we find:
epii(z25−z34)
ϑ′1
2(0, it2 ) ϑ1(
it
4 − z34, it2 ) ϑ1( it4 + z25, it2 )
ϑ1(
it
4 ,
it
2 ) ϑ1(
it
4 ,
it
2 ) ϑ1(z25,
it
2 ) ϑ1(z34,
it
2 )
= i2
(
2
t
)2 ϑ′12(0, 2it ) ϑ1(12 − zˆ34, 2it ) ϑ1(12 + zˆ25, 2it )
ϑ1(
1
2 ,
2i
t ) ϑ1(
1
2 ,
2i
t ) ϑ1(zˆ25,
2i
t ) ϑ1(zˆ34,
2i
t )
, (3.29)
where we defined zˆ = z/τ = 2zit . Using (3.27) the coordinates zˆij are given by
zˆ25 =
i
t
+ y25 = i`+ y25 , zˆ34 =
i
t
+ y34 = i`+ y34 , (3.30)
where yij ≡ yi − yj and we also introduced ` = 1/t. As a result, in “closed string channel”
we have
AD3−E3 = (−i)
4
∫ ∞
0
d`
`4
∫ 1
0
5∏
i=1
dyi
ϑ′1(0) ϑ1(
1
2 − i`− y34)
ϑ1(
1
2) ϑ1(−i`− y34)
ϑ′1(0) ϑ1(
1
2 + i`+ y25)
ϑ1(
1
2) ϑ1(i`+ y25)
〈(∂Z3)3〉 .
(3.31)
In the above we also factorised the integrand into two expressions, which are both of the
form ϑ′1(0)ϑ1(a + b)/ϑ1(a)ϑ1(b). To perform the integrals over worldsheet positions, the
two factors can be reexpressed using the identity (A.3). We give the explicit result for the
second factor (involving y25):
ϑ′1(0) ϑ1(
1
2 + i`+ y25)
ϑ1(
1
2) ϑ1(i`+ y25)
= pi cot(pi/2) + pi cot(pii`+ piy25) (3.32)
+ 4pi
∞∑
m,n=1
e2piimnτ sin(pim+ 2piin`+ 2piny25) ,
First, note that cot(pi/2) = 0 trivially. It is then straightforward to perform the integrals
over yi. In the first step, we change the variables of integration as y1, y2, y3, y4, y5 →
y1, y2, y25, y3, y34. Note that only y25 and y34 appear explicitly in (3.31). In particular, we
will need to integrate the expression (3.32) over y25. This gives the following result: All
contributions involving sin-functions are integrated over entire periods and thus vanish.
The only non-zero result comes from the integral over the second cot-term, which is of the
form ∫ 1
−1
dy cot(i+ piy) = +2i for  > 0 . (3.33)
The analysis can be repeated for the group of theta functions involving the argument y34.
Then there is no further explicit dependence on vertex operator positions and the three
remaining integrals over yi give a factor of one. Altogether, integration over worldsheet
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positions left us with
AD3−E3 = (−i) pi2
∫ ∞
0
d`
`4
〈∂Z3∂Z3∂Z3〉cl
= (−i) pi2
∫ ∞
0
dt t2 〈∂Z3∂Z3∂Z3〉cl , (3.34)
AD3−E(−1) = (−i) pi2 (2 sinpiθ)2
∫ ∞
0
dt t2 〈∂Z3∂Z3∂Z3〉cl , (3.35)
where we also reinstated the sum over classical solutions.7
Integration over worldsheet modulus t
The integral over t can be performed following the analysis in [30] which we will sketch
briefly. It is convenient to reexpress the classical correlation function as a derivative of the
classical partition function w.r.t. the brane separation as shown in (B.5):
〈∂Z3∂Z3∂Z3〉cl =
∑
cl. sol.
∂Z3cl∂Z
3
cl∂Z
3
cl e
−Scl =
(
−α
′
t
√
2U2
T2
∂r¯c
)3
Zcl(rc, t) .
Then, for example, the D3-E3 amplitude (3.34) can be written as
AD3−E3 = ipi2 (α′)3
(
2U2
T2
)3/2
∂3r¯c
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
Zcl(rc, t) . (3.36)
The integral over the classical partition function can be evaluated in terms of the bosonic
Greens function G(w1, w¯1;w2, w¯2) on a torus defined in (3.9) (see e.g. [11, 29] and appendix
D). The final form for the D3-E3 and the D3-E(-1) amplitudes then becomes
AD3−E3 = −ipi2 (α′)3
(
2U2
T2
)3/2
∂3r¯c G(rc, r¯c; 0, 0) , (3.37)
AD3−E(−1) = −ipi2 (2 sinpiθ)2 (α′)3
(
2U2
T2
)3/2
∂3r¯c G(rc, r¯c; 0, 0) . (3.38)
4 Discussion
4.1 Equivalence of fermionic and bosonic amplitudes
Here we shall elucidate the general feature of instanton annulus amplitudes expected in
section 2.3, that the fermionic amplitudes with uncharged zero modes inserted should be
equivalent to bosonic amplitudes. To do this, let us look again at the integration over
the vertex positions of the uncharged zero modes; their coordinates only appear in the
expression given in (3.28), so let us define
f(z4, z5) ≡ epii(z25−z34)
ϑ′1
2(0) ϑ1(
it
4 − z34) ϑ1( it4 + z25)
ϑ1(
it
4 ) ϑ1(
it
4 ) ϑ1(z25) ϑ1(z34)
. (4.1)
7The amplitudes are now identical to cylinder amplitudes arising in the context of desequestering from
gaugino condensation on D7-branes [30].
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Note that, as we required above, this function is periodic under shifts in z4, z5 by it/2 but
antiperiodic under shifts by z4,5 → z4,5 + 1, so consider[ ∫ 1/2+it/2
1/2
+
∫ −1/2+it/2
1/2+it/2
+
∫ −1/2
−1/2+it/2
+
∫ 1/2
−1/2
]
dz4f(z4, z5) =2
∫ 1/2+it/2
1/2
dz4f(z4, z5)
→
∫ 1/2+it/2
1/2
dz4f(z4, z5) =
1
2
∮
dz4f(z4, z5). (4.2)
Hence we can perform the integrals over z4 and z5 by Cauchy’s theorem and find exactly
the result that we found before using the theta identities. While this may at first seem
like a simple mathematical equivalence, it allows us to generalise the result to general
backgrounds.
Let us consider a general annulus instanton amplitude with an uncharged fermionic zero
mode. The vertex operator for this field V
−1/2
θ having worldsheet coordinate z is e
−φ/2jα(z),
where jα is the current of the (spacetime) supersymmetry preserved by the D-branes of
the theory but broken by the instanton, and Qα =
1
2pii
∫
e−φ/2jα is the supercharge. Now,
as we argue in appendix C, the amplitude must obey (once we apply the doubling trick to
extend the annulus to the torus)
V
−1/2
θ (z + 1) = −V −1/2θ (z), V −1/2θ (z + it/2) = V −1/2θ (z) (4.3)
i.e. the antiperiodicity is required in general. Hence for a generic amplitude we find
〈· · ·V −1/2θ 〉annulusa,E =
1
2
∮
dz〈· · · e−φ/2jα(z)〉annulusa,E (4.4)
Crucially, then, we can use the supersymmetry algebra and Cauchy’s theorem to extract the
amplitude! While the worldsheet realisation of the supersymmetry algebra only closes when
we consider all operator pictures together, fortunately we need only consider amplitudes
with at most two matter fermions, so we can write all boson operators in the zero picture,
matter fields in the +1/2 picture and θ insertions in the −1/2 picture. Then the relevant
OPEs are (setting the momentum to zero)
V
−1/2
θ (z)V
+1/2
ψ (w) ∼
(θu)
z − wV
0
φ (w) + finite, V
−1/2
θ (z)V
0
φ (w) ∼ finite. (4.5)
These should be true for any theory with N = 1 supersymmetry. Therefore we find
〈V 1/2ψ1 V
1/2
ψ2
V
−1/2
θ V
−1/2
θ
(∏
V 0φ
)
〉annulusa,E = −4pi2(θu2)(θu3)〈V 0φ1V 0φ2
(∏
V 0φ
)
〉annulusa,E (4.6)
We thus have an explicit demonstration of how spacetime supersymmetry manifests itself
in the CFT calculation, and is one of the main results of this paper. We stress that this
naively intuitive result, which is expected from spacetime supersymmetry, is non-trivial
from the worldsheet perspective, in particular since the vertex operators sit at different
boundaries and so a priori there is no way that the OPE should apply.
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4.2 Scaling
We find that both results (3.37) and (3.38) for AD3−E3 and AD3−E(−1) scale as T−3/22 ,
where T2 is the area of the third 2-torus. In the following we will argue that this behaviour
is consistent with supergravity expectations. For simplicity, we will assume that all three
tori have the same size T2 ∼ R2.
By evaluating AD3−E3 and AD3−E(−1) we extracted information about the effective
action. In particular, we calculated the value of the Yukawa coupling yˆijk in
yˆijk
M3s
∫
d4x d2θ θθ φ˜iψ˜jψ˜k =
yˆijk
M3s
∫
d4x φ˜iψ˜jψ˜k (4.7)
for canonically normalised fields φ˜i, ψ˜j and ψ˜k. Our results imply that yˆijk ∼ T−3/22 ∼ R−3.
This should be matched by the supergravity expression. Before canonical normalisation
this is given by:
ynpijk
M3P
∫
d4x d2θ CiCjCk =
ynpijk
M3P
∫
d4x φiψjψk , (4.8)
Here, ynpijk is the quantity which already appeared in (1.3). It is a perturbative correction
to a superpotential term in type IIB string theory and should thus not depend on Ka¨hler
moduli.
To match expressions (4.7) and (4.8) we canonically normalise C˜i =
√
Ki¯iC
i, with
Ki¯i ∼ V−2/3 ∼ R−4 for matter at a singularity [50]. Also recall that Planck scale and
string scale are related as MP ∼
√VMs ∼ R3Ms. Putting everything together we find
ynpijk
M3P
∫
d4x φiψjψk =
ynpijk
R3M3s
∫
d4x φ˜iψ˜jψ˜k ⇒ yˆijk =
ynpijk
R3
(4.9)
As ynpijk is independent of Ka¨hler moduli we hence reproduced the scaling yˆijk ∼ R−3. Our
result from is thus consistent with supergravity expectations.
We can now translate our result into an expression for ynpijk to find
ynpijk ∼ U23/2
(
∂3r¯c G(rc, r¯c; 0, 0)
)
eG(rc,r¯c;0,0) , (4.10)
where we also included the exponential from the Pfaffian and determinant factor analysed
in 3.4. Note that in section in 3.4 we did not calculate the terms entering this exponential
which do not depend on the brane separation rc. This factor is left implicit in y
np
ijk.
4.3 A numerical result
We can give a numerical result for the brane position dependent terms entering ynpijk in
(4.10). As an example we choose the T6/Z′6 orbifold with θ = 16(1,−3, 2). This corresponds
to the setup shown in figure 2, where brane and instanton are separated along the third
internal direction. The relevant partially twisted sector is generated by (θ)3 such that
sin(piθ) = sin(pi/2) = 1 in (3.38). Crystallographic restriction on the third 2-torus requires:
U = −1
2
+ i
√
3
2
, T2 =
√
3
2
R2 . (4.11)
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Also, recall that rc =
1
2pi
√
2U2
T2
∆X, where ∆X is the dimensionful complex separation
between branes. The definition of the Greens function on the torus G is given in (3.9).
To be specific, let us consider the D3-E(-1) setup. Once we choose to place the D3-
branes at the origin, there are two possible loci for the E(-1) which lead to non-zero results.
Our findings are summarised in the following table:
setup 1 setup 2
dim.less D3 locus (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)
dim.less E(-1) locus (0, 0, i√
3
) (0, 0, 12 +
i
2
√
3
)
rc
i√
3
1
2 +
i
2
√
3(
∂3r¯c G(rc, r¯c; 0, 0)
)
eG(rc,r¯c;0,0) ≈ 16.54 i −16.54 i
One important observation is that
(
∂3r¯c G(rc, r¯c; 0, 0)
)
eG(rc,r¯c;0,0) ∼ O(10) in the exam-
ple studied. Thus, despite the spatial separation between brane and instanton, we do not
find any numerical suppression of ynpijk due to the brane position dependent factors.
4.4 Flavour structure
Last, we wish to compare the flavour structure of the non-perturbative contributions to
Yukawa couplings with that of the tree level expressions. A stack of n D3-branes at a ZN
orbifold singularity give rise to a a gauge theory with gauge group [51]
U(n0)×U(n1)× . . .U(nN−1) , with
N−1∑
i=0
ni = n . (4.12)
The tree level superpotential for chiral matter is inherited from the N = 4 superpotential
of D3-branes at smooth points. For a ZN orbifold with geometric twist θ = 1N (v1, v2, v3),
where v1 + v2 + v3 = 0, one finds [52]
Wtree =
3∑
r,s,t=1
N−1∑
i=0
rst C
r
i,i−vrC
s
i−vr,i−vr−vsC
t
i−vr−vs,i . (4.13)
Here rst is the totally antisymmetric tensor, the superscripts r, s, t label the complex
internal direction giving rise to the matter fields Cr, Cs and Ct. The subscripts i, j on
Cri,j denote the gauge group U(ni) × U(nj) under which the matter field transforms as a
bifundamental.
An important observation is that the tree-level Yukawa couplings only contain the field
combination C1C2C3. However, we find that the non-perturbative contributions due to
E3/E(-1) instantons always take the form CrCrCr. Thus the non-perturbative contribu-
tions to Yukawa couplings always involve a different combination of fields than their tree
level cousins. For our purposes this is sufficient to conclude that the flavour structure of
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non-perturbative Yukawa contributions does not align with the flavour structure of the tree
level Yukawas.8
For a non-perturbative contribution to Yukawa couplings of the form CrCrCr to be
present, this field combination has to be gauge invariant. In the orbifold context the
equivalent statement is that the combination CrCrCr has to be invariant under an orbifold
twist. Here we want to point out that such situations do occur in toroidal orbifolds of
the form T6/ZN . To be specific, let us consider the orbifold T6/Z′6 with orbifold twist
θ = (θ1, θ2, θ3) =
1
6(1,−3, 2). The group element θ3 = 16(3,−9, 6) corresponds to a partially
twisted sector where the third two-torus is left untwisted. According to the analysis of this
paper a Yukawa coupling of the form C3C3C3 can then be generated by distant E3/E(-
1) instantons. We can now check that this combination is indeed gauge invariant. The
orbifold acts on the chiral matter fields as Cr → e−2piiθrCr. Thus we find
C3C3C3 → e−2pii( 13 + 13 + 13 )C3C3C3 = C3C3C3 . (4.14)
Hence, for this example based on the orbifold T6/Z′6 we conclude that instantons can
indeed induce Yukawa couplings of the form C3C3C3. For an examination of orbifolds
beyond T6/Z′6 we refer readers to [30].
5 Conclusions
This paper studies non-perturbative contributions to Yukawa couplings in type IIB string
theory which are generated by distant Euclidean branes. Calculations are performed in
toroidal orbifolds with the visible sector arising from D3-branes at an orbifold singularity.
We consider two types of Euclidean branes. For one, we consider E3-branes wrapping a
bulk cycle. The second case is given by fractional E(-1) instantons at singularities, which
also serve as a toy model for E3 instantons wrapping a blow-up cycle. The existence of new
contributions to Yukawa couplings is then checked by evaluating a cylinder worldsheet dia-
gram between the visible sector branes and the instanton with appropriate vertex operator
insertions on both boundaries.
Our results can be summarised as follows. A necessary condition for the generation of
new visible sector couplings due to distant instantons is the existence of classical (winding)
solutions for strings connecting the visible sector with the instanton. For distant E3 in-
stantons wrapping bulk cycles winding solutions connecting the instanton with the visible
sector always exist. The full calculation confirms that new visible sector operators are
indeed generated which is consistent with previous results [23, 24].
For E(-1) instantons the situation is more complicated. Whether a fractional E(-1)
instanton contributes to visible sector couplings depends on the geometrical setup
• We find that Yukawa couplings can only be induced if the D3-brane and the E(-1)-
instanton are separated along a direction which is left untwisted in a partially twisted
sector of the orbifold.
8Ideally, such a statement should be made in explicit realisations of the (MS)SM in an orbifold setting.
However, as we consider the orbifold construction as a toy model for a more realistic compactification on a
smooth Calabi-Yau, we do not pursue this point any further.
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• If the orbifold exhibits no partially twisted sector or if the the D3-branes and the
fractional E(-1) are separated along a direction which is not left fixed in a partially
twisted sector, no visible sector couplings are induced by distant E(-1) instantons.
Similar results were obtained in a study of superpotential desequestering due to gaugino
condensation on a stack of distant D7-branes [30].
The condition for the generation of Yukawa couplings by fractional E(-1) instantons
can also be rephrased in terms of homology. Orbifold singularities which are separated
along a direction which is left untwisted in a partially twisted sector exhibit the following:
locally all such singularities possess a collapsed 2-cycle, but this 2-cycle is not uniquely
associated with a singularity. Rather, all these 2-cycles lie in the same homology class (see
e.g. [53]).
Statements about homology do not only apply to orbifolds, but can also be made for
smooth Calabi-Yau compactifications. We can hence conjecture how our results generalise
beyond the realm of orbifolds. A straightforward generalisation suggests that distant in-
stantons can induce visible sector couplings if the instanton and the visible sector share a
homologous 2-cycle. Hence we expect E3 instantons which satisfy our criterion but do not
necessarily wrap bulk cycles also to give rise to new Yukawa couplings.9
If present, contributions to Yukawa couplings due to E3 instantons take the form
W ⊃ Y npαβγCαCβCγ = ynpαβγCαCβCγe−aT . (5.1)
The cylinder diagram evaluated in this work also gives us direct information about the
factor ynpαβγ in (5.1). In particular, we determine its dependence on the separation between
the visible sector and the instanton. Taking the orbifold T6/Z′6 as an example, we confirm
numerically that ynpαβγ is not suppressed despite the separation between the visible sector
and the instanton.
Furthermore, we confirm that non-perturbative contributions to Yukawa couplings are
potential sources of flavour-violating interactions: In popular schemes of moduli stabilisa-
tion in type IIB string theory, couplings of the form (5.1) give rise to soft A-terms, which
inherit their flavour structure: δAnpαβγ ∝ ynpαβγ . For toroidal orbifold models considered here
we find that the flavour structure of ynpαβγ and hence of δA
np
αβγ necessarily differs from that
of tree-level Yukawa couplings: δAnpαβγ 6= cY treeαβγ . In this case soft A-terms are possible
sources of flavour violation. Avoiding excessive flavour violation will then impose model-
dependent constraints on the string theory setup, which are expected to be most restrictive
on sequestered realisations of the Large Volume Scenario [33].
In addition, our results are also useful from a technical point of view. So far, the study
of 1-loop diagrams involving Euclidean branes in type IIB string theory was limited to
vacuum amplitudes, while calculations with vertex operator insertions were only performed
in type IIA string theory [11]. Here we performed a similar calculation with vertex operator
insertions on the type IIB side, where important steps such as the summation over spin
9Such Yukawa couplings could arise from corrections to E3 superpotential terms due to E1 instantons
wrapping the relevant 2-cycle [54]. Further investigations in this direction are desirable and we leave them
for future work.
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structures are described in detail. In doing so, we have elucidated the role of annulus
diagrams with matter fields for instanton-generated superpotentials, our main conclusions
being summarised in equations (2.23) and (4.6). In particular, we proved how spacetime
supersymmetry manifests itself in terms of the equivalence between annulus diagrams with
bosons, fermions and uncharged zero modes inserted, and those with only bosons.
We hope that the techniques employed in this work will prove useful for future calcu-
lations of 1-loop diagrams in this context. In particular, the results leading to equation
(4.6) can also be used to prove identities involving additional uncharged zero modes on
instantons, such as those suggested in [18].
An important open question is the generalisation of these results to smooth compact-
ifications on Calabi-Yau orientifolds, perhaps using techniques along the lines of [24]. In
particular, it would be interesting to examine whether our condition in terms of homology
continues to hold.
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A Theta functions and identities
Definitions
The theta function with characteristics is defined as
ϑ
[
a
b
]
(z, τ) =
∑
n
epii(n+a)
2τ+2pii(n+a)(z+b) . (A.1)
We will also use the notation ϑαβ(z, τ) ≡ ϑ[α/2β/2](z, τ) as well as
ϑ1 ≡ ϑ11 , ϑ2 ≡ ϑ10 , ϑ3 ≡ ϑ00 , ϑ4 ≡ ϑ01 . (A.2)
In calculations we will typically suppress the second argument: ϑαβ(z, τ) = ϑαβ(z).
Identities
As long as |Im(a)| < Im(τ) and |Im(b)| < Im(τ) one has
ϑ′1(0) ϑ1(a+ b)
ϑ1(a) ϑ1(b)
= pi cot(pia) + pi cot(pib) + 4pi
∞∑
m,n=1
e2piimnτ sin(2pima+ 2pinb) , (A.3)
where here, and in what follows, ϑ′1(0) =
d
dzϑ1(z)|z=0.
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Riemann Theta formulae
Theta functions exhibit a multitude of identities involving sums over products of four theta
functions (see e.g. [55]). We will perform sums over spin structures using the following
identities:
− ϑ00(x)ϑ00(y)ϑ00(u)ϑ00(v)− ϑ01(x)ϑ01(y)ϑ01(u)ϑ01(v)
+ ϑ10(x)ϑ10(y)ϑ10(u)ϑ10(v) + ϑ11(x)ϑ11(y)ϑ11(u)ϑ11(v)
= −2 ϑ01(x+ y + u+ v
2
)ϑ01(
x+ y − u− v
2
)ϑ01(
x− y + u− v
2
)ϑ01(
x− y − u+ v
2
) ,
(A.4)
and
ϑ00(x)ϑ00(y)ϑ00(u)ϑ00(v) + ϑ01(x)ϑ01(y)ϑ01(u)ϑ01(v)
−ϑ10(x)ϑ10(y)ϑ10(u)ϑ10(v)− ϑ11(x)ϑ11(y)ϑ11(u)ϑ11(v)
= 2 ϑ01(
x+ y + u+ v
2
)ϑ01(
x+ y − u− v
2
)ϑ11(
x− y + u− v
2
)ϑ11(
x− y − u+ v
2
) . (A.5)
Transformations under shifts of argument
ϑ
[
a
b
]
(z − 1, τ) = e−2piiaϑ
[
a
b
]
(z, τ) (A.6)
ϑ
[
a
b
]
(z − τ, τ) = e2piibe−piiτe2piizϑ
[
a
b
]
(z, τ) (A.7)
ϑ
[
a
b
](
z +
1
2
, τ
)
=

ϑ
[
a
1/2
]
(z, τ) b = 0
ϑ
[
0
0
]
(z, τ) b = 1/2 a = 0
(−1) ϑ
[
1/2
0
]
(z, τ) b = 1/2 a = 1/2
(A.8)
ϑ
[
a
b
](
z +
τ
2
, τ
)
= e−piibe−
pii
4
τe−piizϑ
[
a− 1/2
b
]
(z, τ) (A.9)
One special case of (A.9) which will be particularly useful is
ϑ01(z) = i e
pii
4
τ epiiz ϑ11
(
z +
τ
2
)
(A.10)
Modular transformations
To transform cylinder amplitudes from the “open string channel” to the “closed string
channel” we will require
ϑ1(z, τ) = i(−iτ)−1/2e−piiz2/τ ϑ1
(
z
τ
,−1
τ
)
, (A.11)
ϑ′1(0, τ) = (−iτ)−3/2 ϑ′1
(
0,−1
τ
)
. (A.12)
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B Classical solutions
Here we will collect explicit expressions for winding solutions for later use. Let the three
internal 2-tori be parameterised by the coordinates XM with M = 4, . . . , 9 subject to the
identification XM ∼ XM + 1. We can then define complex coordinates Zi and Z¯i as in
[56]:
Zi =
√
T i2
2U i2
(X2i+2 + U¯ iX2i+3) , Z¯i =
√
T i2
2U i2
(X2i+2 + U iX2i+3) , (B.1)
where U i are the complex structure moduli and T i2 parameterise the volumes of the 2-tori.
We now want to write down the classical solution Zicl for a string starting at a brane
at position zi0 and ending at a brane at z
i
0 +∆z
i. The cylinder worldsheet with coordinates
(w, w¯) is embedded in such a way that Re(w) = 0 corresponds to the locus of one brane,
while the other brane is placed at Re(w) = 1/2. We then have
Zicl(w, w¯) = z
i
0 + 2pi
√
T i2
2U i2
(m+ U¯ in+ rc)(w + w¯) , (B.2)
wherem,n are integers and we defined the dimensionless brane separation rc =
1
2pi
√
2U i2
T i2
∆zi.
The integers m,n correspond to different winding states. In this paper we will need the
classical solution ∂nZ
i
cl for strings stretching between separated branes, where ∂n is a di-
rectional derivative normal to the brane. This is easily obtained from the above expression:
∂n Z
i
cl(w, w¯) =
1
2
(∂w + ∂w¯) Z
i
cl(w, w¯) = 2pi
√
T i2
2U i2
(m+ U¯ in+ rc) . (B.3)
Furthermore, the classical solutions will also enter our results via the exponential of
the classical action, with which we will need to weigh the correlation function. For one
internal complex direction we get (see e.g. [49])
Zcl(rc, t) ≡
∑
cl. sol.
e−Scl =
∞∑
m,n=−∞
exp
(
−2pi t
α′
T i2
2U i2
|m+ U¯ in+ rc|2
)
, (B.4)
with t the modulus of the cylinder worldsheet.
One result which will be useful later on is the classical correlation function (for the
i-th complex direction) for N insertions of ∂Zi:
〈 (∂nZi)N 〉cl =
∑
cl. sol.
(∂nZ
i
cl)
N e−Scl
=
∞∑
m,n=−∞
[
(2pi)
(
T i2
2U i2
)1/2
(m+ U¯ in+ rc)
]N
e
− 2pit
α′
Ti2
2Ui2
|m+U¯ in+rc|2
=
(
−α
′
t
√
2U i2
T i2
∂r¯c
)N ∞∑
m,n=−∞
e
− 2pit
α′
Ti2
2Ui2
|m+U¯ in+rc|2
=
(
−α
′
t
√
2U2
T2
∂r¯c
)N
Zcl(rc, t) , (B.5)
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which is now conveniently expressed as a derivative of the classical partition function
w.r.t. the brane separation.
C Spinor part of the CFT amplitude
In this section we demonstrate how to correctly perform the sum over spin structures for the
amplitudes considered in this work. To be specific, we will use the D3-E(-1) desequestering
amplitude as an example. The spin-structure dependent part of the amplitude arises from
correlation functions over fermionic fields and ghosts, which for the D3-E(-1) setup is given
by (see also (3.19))
∑
α,β=0,1
δαβ
(
ϑ1(z25)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1(ϑ1(z34)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1
ϑ(α±1)β
(z25
2
− z34
2
)
ϑ(α±1)β
(z25
2
− z34
2
)
(C.1)
× ϑαβ
(
−z25
2
− z34
2
+ θ
)
ϑαβ
(
−z25
2
− z34
2
− θ
)
,
At the moment the phases δαβ are left undetermined in the above. In the following we will
show how the phases δαβ can be determined up to an overall phase from requiring that
the amplitude exhibits the expected behaviour under shifts of vertex operator positions
zi → zi + 1 and zi → zi + τ .
Behaviour of A under shifts zi → zi + 1 and zi → zi + τ
It will be enough to consider the behaviour under the shift of one vertex operator, which
WLOG we choose to be
V
− 1
2
θ (z4) = θ
α e−
ϕ
2 Sα
3∏
j=1
e
i
2
Hj (z4) . (C.2)
• Shift z4 → z4 + τ :
The cylinder amplitude should be periodic up to phases due to the orbifold twist. In
particular, under an orbifold twist the above vertex operator (C.2) changes as
V
− 1
2
θ → e
pii
2
θ1+
pii
2
θ2+
pii
2
θ3 V
− 1
2
θ . (C.3)
Here, all calculations are performed in partially twisted sectors with θ1 = −θ2 = θ
and θ3 = 0. We thus find
V
− 1
2
θ → e
pii
2
θ−pii
2
θ V
− 1
2
θ = V
− 1
2
θ . (C.4)
As a result, the amplitude is periodic under shifts z4 → z4 + τ .
• Shift z4 → z4 + 1:
The behaviour under shifts z4 → z4 + 1 will depend on the boundary conditions
imposed by the branes. In the following, we will closely follow the discussion in [57].
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To begin, note that the D3-branes and the E(-1) instanton preserve different super-
symmetry charges. We can write the left and right-moving charges in ten dimensions
as
QA˙ =
1
2pii
∫
dz e−
ϕ
2 SA˙(z) , Q˜A˙ =
1
2pii
∫
dz¯ e−
ϕ˜
2 S˜A˙(z¯) , (C.5)
where SA˙, S˜A˙ are 10d spin fields and A˙ is a 10d antichiral spinor index. The branes
preserve a combination of left and right moving charges given by
QA˙ +
∏
m
βmQ˜A˙ , (C.6)
where m runs over all directions perpendicular to the brane and βm ≡ ΓΓm, where
Γm are the 10d Dirac matrices and Γ ≡ Γ0Γ1 . . .Γ9.
In the following it will be useful to decompose the 10d spin fields as products of
4d and 6d spin fields: SA˙ → (SαSA, Sα˙SA). The conditions for the preservation of
supersymmetry can then be rewritten as conditions on the spin fields on the cylinder
boundaries. Here we have placed the D3-brane at Re(z) = 0 while the E(-1) instanton
is located at Re(z) = 1/2. We then have
E(−1) : SαSA(z) = S˜αS˜A(z¯)
∣∣∣
z=1−z¯
, Sα˙SA(z) = S˜α˙S˜A(z¯)
∣∣∣
z=1−z¯
, (C.7)
D3 : SαSA(z) = 
′S˜αS˜A(z¯)
∣∣∣
z=−z¯
, Sα˙SA(z) = −′S˜α˙S˜A(z¯)
∣∣∣
z=−z¯
, (C.8)
where  = ±1, ′ = ±1 depending on whether we are considering branes or antibranes.
As only the relative sign ′ has physical significance, WLOG we can set  = −1.
Now we wish to determine the remaining sign ′ and deduce the behaviour of vertex
operators under shifts zi → zi+1. To this end notice that V −
1
2
θ = e
−ϕ
2 SαSA. Further-
more, the fermionic zero mode θ corresponds to a goldstone field, which is associated
to a supersymmetry broken by the E(-1), but not by the D3-brane. Thus V
− 1
2
θ should
be associated to a supersymmetry charge broken by the E(-1) but preserved by the
D3.
To this end consider the charge QαA + Q˜αA. Writing z = x+ iy the condition (C.7)
implies:
E(−1) : QαA + Q˜αA
∣∣∣
z=1−z¯
=
1
2pii
∫ (
dz e−
ϕ
2 SαSA + dz¯ e
− ϕ˜
2 S˜αS˜A
)∣∣∣
z=1−z¯
=
1
2pii
∫ (
idy e−
ϕ
2 SαSA − (−i)dy e−
ϕ
2 SαSA
)
=
1
pi
∫
dy e−
ϕ
2 SαSA =
1
pi
∫
dy V
− 1
2
θ . (C.9)
This shows that V
− 1
2
θ indeed corresponds to a goldstino of a supersymmetry broken
by E(-1). To be consistent with our interpretation of V
− 1
2
θ as the vertex operator for
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the universal zero mode θ, the charge QαA + Q˜αA has to be preserved by the D3.
Using (C.8) we find
D3 : QαA + Q˜αA
∣∣∣
z=−z¯
=
1
2pii
∫ (
dz e−
ϕ
2 SαSA + dz¯ e
− ϕ˜
2 S˜αS˜A
)∣∣∣
z=−z¯
=
1
2pii
∫ (
idy e−
ϕ
2 SαSA + 
′(−i)dy e−ϕ2 SαSA
)
= 0 for ′ = +1 . (C.10)
Consistency thus implies ′ = +1.10
Having determined ′ we can now derive the behaviour of V −
1
2
θ (z) under shifts z →
z + 1. Writing z = x + iy and z′ = 12 + x
′ + iy and using the conditions (C.7) and
(C.8) we find
V
− 1
2
θ (z
′) = e−
ϕ
2 SαSA(1/2 + x
′ + iy) = −e−ϕ2 S˜αS˜A(1/2− x′ + iy) , (C.11)
V
− 1
2
θ (z) = e
−ϕ
2 SαSA(x+ iy) = +e
−ϕ
2 S˜αS˜A(−x+ iy) . (C.12)
In the last step we set x′ = x+ 12 . Comparing (C.11) and (C.12) we conclude that
V
− 1
2
θ (z + 1) = −V
− 1
2
θ (z) . (C.13)
The amplitude thus has to be antiperiodic under a shift z → z + 1.
We can summarise our findings as follows:
AD3−E(−1) −→
z4→z4+1
−AD3−E(−1) , (C.14)
AD3−E(−1) −→
z4→z4+τ
+AD3−E(−1) . (C.15)
While the above behaviour applies to the whole amplitude, the only dependence on vertex
operator positions zi enters AD3−E(−1) through the fermionic and ghost correlator. Thus
the behaviour of AD3−E(−1) under shifts of zi is completely determined by the transforma-
tion properties of (C.1).
Determining the phases δαβ in the sum over spin structures
We begin by analysing the behaviour of (C.1) under z4 → z4 + 1. The spin-structure
independent part behaves as(
ϑ1(z25)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1(ϑ1(z34)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1
−→
z4→z4+1
(−1)
(
ϑ1(z25)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1(ϑ1(z34)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1
, (C.16)
10If we would have chosen  = +1 instead, the relevant charge would be QαA−Q˜αA and we would require
′ = −1 for QαA − Q˜αA to be preserved by the D3.
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where we used (A.6). We can use identities (A.8) to analyse the transformation of the
spin-structure-dependent part of (C.1):
δ00 ϑ10ϑ10ϑ00ϑ00 + δ01 ϑ11ϑ11ϑ01ϑ01 + δ10 ϑ00ϑ00ϑ10ϑ10 + δ11 ϑ01ϑ01ϑ11ϑ11
−→
z4→z4+1
δ00 ϑ11ϑ11ϑ01ϑ01 + δ01 ϑ10ϑ10ϑ00ϑ00 + δ10 ϑ01ϑ01ϑ11ϑ11 + δ11 ϑ00ϑ00ϑ10ϑ10 ,
(C.17)
where we suppressed the arguments of the ϑ-functions. All in all, the condition (C.14)
requires that
δ00 = +δ01 , δ10 = +δ11 . (C.18)
Next, we examine transformations under the shift z4 → z4 + τ . Using (A.7) we have(
ϑ1(z25)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1(ϑ1(z34)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1
−→
z4→z4+1
(−1) epiiτe−2piiz34
(
ϑ1(z25)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1(ϑ1(z34)
ϑ′1(0)
)−1
. (C.19)
We employ (A.9) to transform the spin-structure dependent part:
δ00 ϑ10ϑ10ϑ00ϑ00 + δ01 ϑ11ϑ11ϑ01ϑ01 + δ10 ϑ00ϑ00ϑ10ϑ10 + δ11 ϑ01ϑ01ϑ11ϑ11
−→
z4→z4+τ
e−piiτe2piiz34 (C.20)
× (δ00 ϑ00ϑ00ϑ10ϑ10 + δ01 ϑ01ϑ01ϑ11ϑ11 + δ10 ϑ10ϑ10ϑ00ϑ00 + δ11 ϑ11ϑ11ϑ01ϑ01) ,
where we again suppressed the arguments. Putting everything together we find that the
factors involving τ and z34 cancel. Thus (C.15) implies that
δ00 = −δ10 , δ01 = −δ11 . (C.21)
Then, once we choose a value for one phase, say δ00 = 1, the two conditions (C.18) and
(C.21) completely fix the remaining phases δ01, δ10 and δ11:
δ00 = 1 , δ01 = 1 , δ10 = −1 , δ11 = −1 . (C.22)
This is conveniently summarised as δαβ = (−1)α, which is the expression used in (3.19).
The above analysis can be repeated for the D3-E3 amplitude, where one also finds δαβ =
(−1)α.
D Partition function for N = 2 sectors
Here we evaluate the partition function
Z(D3, E3) =
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
Zcl(rc, t) =
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
∞∑
m,n=−∞
e
−pit
α′
T2
U2
|m+U¯n+rc|2 . (D.1)
Integrals of this type have been analysed before in [11, 29]. As a first step it will be useful
to Poisson resum the above over m and n to obtain
Z(D3, E3) =
α′
T2
∫ ∞
0
d`
∞∑
p,q=−∞
e
− piα′
T2U2
`|q+Up|2+ 2pii
U2
Im(r¯c[q+Up]) , (D.2)
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where ` = 1/t. Next, we perform the integral over `. The term p = q = 0 exhibits a
(UV) divergence for ` → ∞, which signifies uncancelled tadpoles. In a consistent brane
configuration the divergence for ` → ∞ will vanish when considering strings stretching
between all branes. Hence we exclude the term from the sum. We then arrive at
Z˜(D3, E3) =
U2
pi
∑
p,q 6=0,0
e
2pii
U2
Im(r¯c[q+Up])
|q + Up|2 , (D.3)
where Z˜ is the partition function over massive closed strings only, i.e. with the term p =
q = 0 removed from the sum. The above also appears in Kronecker’s second limit formula:
(2 Im(z))s
∑
p,q 6=0,0
e2pii(qu+pv) |q + pz|−2s = −4pi ln
∣∣∣∣epiiu2z ϑ1(v − uz, z)η(z)
∣∣∣∣+O(s− 1) , (D.4)
and thus the expression (D.3) can be written as
Z˜(D3, E3) = − ln
∣∣∣∣ϑ1(rc, U)η(U)
∣∣∣∣2 + 2pi[Im(rc)]2U2 = G(rc, r¯c; 0, 0) , (D.5)
where we identified the result as the Greens function on the torus G(w1, w¯1;w2, w¯2).
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